Forest Hill Avenue Park’s
Hidden, Secret Sculpture
Begin by parking in the lot off of 41st Street, where the South of the James Farmers
Market takes place. Find the trailhead at the top of the hill behind the brick picnic
pavilions. Walk down the steps…

When you see this staircase...

turn left.

Walk downhill on the trail until you see this bridge, which will be on your
right.

Cross the bridge, and continue on the trail. You will walk through the
woods, behind some maintenance buildings for the park. After you pass the
buildings, take a fork in the trail to the left, to walk on a single-track, dirt
path in the woods. A small creek with some little waterfalls will be on your
left. You will come to this fallen tree:

Duck under the tree, and continue down the trail until you arrive at the
bottom, on a paved trail. Turn right. In a little ways, you will come to this
bridge on your left…

Cross the bridge. To your left, you will see a lake. Here is your first clue:
The hidden, secret sculpture is of a creature that likes to live near water.
What are some creatures that like to live near water? _______________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

After you cross the bridge, turn right and walk over some rocks onto a dirt
trail. After a short distance, leave the trail to the right and play on the rocks
and in the creek.

Remember that the creature the sculpture portrays likes to live near water.
Here is your second clue: Frogs and fish like to eat these creatures! What
are some things frogs and fish eat? ______________________________
___________________________________________________________.

When you are done playing on the rocks, make sure you have crossed to
the other side of the stream. Climb the hill to a small, rock wall. Step over
the wall onto the paved trail. Turn right, and walk down this paved path
until…

...you come to the same bridge you crossed a little while ago. This time, it
will be on your right. Cross it again, but this time, stay to the left so that the
lake is on your left. Here is your third clue: The first part of the creature’s
name is a mythical beast. Can you think of any mythical creatures? ______
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Continue walking down the path with the lake on your left until you come to
this bridge, which will be on your left:

Cross the bridge, and walk a short distance.  Here is your fourth clue: The
creature eats mosquitoes. What do you like to eat? ___________________
____________________________________________________________

When you see the stone bridge in front of you and this picnic pavilion on
your right, turn right to walk uphill on the paved trail, pictured here from the
opposite perspective. Here is your fifth clue: The sculpture is of a creature
that can fly. Look up and see if you can find it!

If you are having trouble finding the hidden, secret sculpture, remember all
your clues:
1. It likes to live near water.
2. Frogs and fish like to eat these creatures.
3. The first part of the creature’s name is a mythical beast (Hint:
Dragon…).
4. The creature eats mosquitoes.
5. The sculpture is of a creature that can fly. Look up and see if you can
find it. (Hint: It will be to your left before you start walking up the hill)
Did you find the secret sculpture?! What was it? _____________________

Now, walk up the hill until you see this staircase on your left.

Turn right, and walk up the stairs to the parking lot.

